Pair stochastic tree adjoining grammars for aligning and predicting pseudoknot RNA structures.
Since the whole genome sequences of many species have been determined, computational prediction of RNA secondary structures and computational identification of those non-coding RNA regions by comparative genomics become important. Therefore, more advanced alignment methods are required. Recently, an approach of structural alignment for RNA sequences has been introduced to solve these problems. Pair hidden Markov models on tree structures (PHMMTSs) proposed by Sakakibara are efficient automata-theoretic models for structural alignment of RNA secondary structures, although PHMMTSs are incapable of handling pseudoknots. On the other hand, tree adjoining grammars (TAGs), a subclass of context-sensitive grammars, are suitable for modeling pseudoknots. Our goal is to extend PHMMTSs by incorporating TAGs to be able to handle pseudoknots. We propose pair stochastic TAGs (PSTAGs) for aligning and predicting RNA secondary structures including a simple type of pseudoknot which can represent most known pseudoknot structures. First, we extend PHMMTSs defined on alignment of 'trees' to PSTAGs defined on alignment of 'TAG trees' which represent derivation processes of TAGs and are functionally equivalent to derived trees of TAGs. Then, we develop an efficient dynamic programming algorithm of PSTAGs for obtaining an optimal structural alignment including pseudoknots. We implement the PSTAG algorithm and demonstrate the properties of the algorithm by using it to align and predict several small pseudoknot structures. We believe that our implemented program based on PSTAGs is the first grammar-based and practically executable software for comparative analyses of RNA pseudoknot structures, and, further, non-coding RNAs.